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1. INTRODUCTION
In this note, W denotes a finite, simply laced Weyl group, or the affine
ÃWeyl group E s E . We make these restrictions because the ingredients9 8
we use are known to be valid in these cases, though it is possible the result
is more general. Let G be the set of simple generators, which areg
parametrized by the nodes of the associated Coxeter graph G.
Every w g W may be written as a product s s s ??? s of simple1 2 3 n
generators. If n is minimal, we call this product ``reduced'' and define
 .  .l w s n and supp w to be the set of generators which appear in the
product.
Let H be the Iwahori]Hecke algebra associated to W. This is an
w 1r2 y1r2 xalgebra over Q q , q with generators T for each s g G satisfyings g
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2  .the relation T s q y 1 T q q, T T s T T if st s ts, and T T T s T T Ts s s t t s s t s t s t
if sts s tst, for distinct s, t g G . Also, let ¨ s q1r2. This algebra has ag
basis T , w g W, where we have T s T ??? T whenever s ??? s is aw w s s 1 n1 n
reduced expression for w. There is a unique automorphism : H ª H
which sends ¨ to ¨y1 and T to Ty1y1 .w w
w x In 4 , Kazhdan and Lusztig construct a canonical basis c denotedw
X w x.C in 4 of H characterized by the property that c s c sw w w
yl w .  .  .¨  P q T , where F denotes the Bruhat order, and P q gy F w y, w y y, w
1w x   .  . .Z q is a polynomial of degree F l w y l y y 1 for y - w and2
 .P q s 1.w , w
 :Define H s Hr c .s, t g G , st sst s t, s/ ts t s g
y1 . w xFor any s g G , let b be the projection of c s ¨ T q 1 in H. In 2 ,g s s s
1r2 y1r2w xit is shown that H is an algebra over Q q , q generated by b withs
 . 2  y1 .  .the relations: 1 b s ¨ q ¨ b , 2 b b s b b , if st s ts, ands s s t t s
 .3 b b b s b if sts s tst, s / t.s t s s
Let W consist of those elements of W whose reduced expressions avoidc
substrings of the form sts, where s and t are non-commuting generators.
For w g W , one can define b s b ??? b where w s s ??? s is anyc w s s 1 n1 nw xreduced expression for w. According to 1 , the elements b , w g W , formw c
a basis of H.
Associated with these two bases are left, right, and two-sided cell
structures, and a certain ``a-function.'' The purpose of this note is to
compare these structures and, in particular, show that the a-functions
agree on W .c
We thank the referee for several useful comments.
2. PRELIMINARIES
w x2.1. Cells. See 4 for a definition of Kazhdan]Lusztig left, right, and
w xtwo-sided cells. Let a: W ª Z denote the a-function in 5 .
w xSee 3 for a definition of monomial left, right, and two-sided cells. We
m m mdenote by F , F , and F the left, right, and two-sided preorders asL R L R
m m mw xused in 3 . We denote by ; , ; , and ; the notion of left, right,L R L R
w x  .  .and two-sided equivalence as used in 3 . We denote by L w , R w , andm m
 .T w the left, right, and two-sided monomial cells which contain w. Letm
w xa : W ª Z denote the a-function in 3 .m c
 .  <  .  .4  .Let x g W. Define L x s s g G l sx - l x . Define R x sg
 y1 .L x . Suppose there exists distinct s, t g G such that sts s tst andg
 4  .  4s, t l L x s s . Then exactly one of the elements sx or tx solves the
 4  ..equation a s, t l L w s 1 for w. Let *x denote this element. Simi-
larly, define x*.
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*Define an equivalence relation ; on W to be the transitive closure ofL
* * *the relation *x ; x. Similarly define ; . Define ; to be theL R L R
equivalence relation which is obtained from the transitive closure of both
* * * * *; and ; . We call the equivalence classes of ; , ; , and ; theL R L R L R
left, right, and two-sided star equivalence classes.
2.2. The Set W . Implicit in some of our arguments is the followingc
 w x.property and its dual see 1 .
Property 2.1. Let w g W , t g G . Assume wt f W . Then we may writec g c
 .  .3w s w tsw reduced, t commutes with all u g supp w , and st s 1.1 2 2
Furthermore, if w s wX ts9wX is another such expression, then s s s9.1 2
Let P denote the set of subsets of G which consist of non-adjacent
 .nodes, including the empty set, B. For any S g P, let i S be the product
 .in any order of the simple generators corresponding to the nodes in S
  . .with i B s 1 .
THEOREM 2.2. Let w g W satisfy w2 s 1. There exists a unique S g Pc
 . y1and a unique x g W such that w s xi S x reduced. Furthermore,c
 .a w s aS.m
w xProof. See 3, Propositions 3.1.1 and 5.3.1 .
3. KAZHDAN]LUSZTIG CELLS, MONOMIAL CELLS, AND
STAR EQUIVALENCE
THEOREM 3.1. Left, right, and two-sided monomial cells are equal,
respecti¨ ely, to left, right, and two-sided star equi¨ alence classes.
Proof. We require a number of lemmas.
LEMMA 3.2. If either x or x* is in W , then both x and x* are in W . Ifc c
either x or *x is in W , then both x and *x are in W .c c
Proof. By definition, we can assume, by switching x and x* if neces-
 .  .  .sary, that there exists s, t g G such that s g R x , t f R x , s f R x* ,g
and x* s xt.
Note that if x* g W , then x g W . Conversely, if x g W , then x* g W ,c c c c
  ..for if x* f W , we may write x s x9ts reduced since s g R x . Wec
 .conclude that s g R xt , contrary to hypothesis.
A similar argument applies to x and *x.
Lemma 3.2 implies that W is a union of left star equivalence classes,c
that W is a union of right star equivalence classes, and that W is a unionc c
of two-sided star equivalence classes.
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m mLEMMA 3.3. We ha¨e x ; x* and x ; *x.R L
Proof. By definition, we can assume that there exists s, t g G such thatg
 .  .  .s g R x , t f R x , s f R x* , and x* s xt.
mBy definition, for w, w9 g W , we have w9 F w if and only if therec R
exists b such that b b s cb where c / 0. Since, b s b b , we see that¨ w ¨ w 9 x* x t
m  .x* F x. Since s g R x , we can write x* s x9st reduced. Therefore,R
m mb s b b which shows x F x*. We conclude that x ; x*.x x* s R R
The lemma for left equivalence follows in a similar manner.
m * m * mLEMMA 3.4. If x ; y, then x ; y. If x ; y, then x ; y. If x ; y,R R L L L R
*then x ; y.L R
mProof. Suppose x ; y.R
w xBy 3, Sect. 4.4 , the following information is known. Right cells are in
 . y1 bijection with involutions d g W , and if we write d s zi S z in accor-c
.  .dance with Theorem 2.2 , then the elements of R d all have the formm
 .  .zi S x9 reduced. Furthermore, a takes the value aS on R d .m m
 .Thus, we have x, y g R d for some involution d g W . We writem c
 . y1  .d s zi S z reduced, where S g P and a d s aS, in accordance withm
w x  .  .Theorem 2.2. By the proof of 3, Theorem 4.4.4 , we see that zi S g R d .m
* *  .Therefore, to show that x ; y, it suffices to show that x ; zi S . By theR R
 .previous paragraph, we know that x s zi S x9 reduced.
*  .We now prove that x ; zi S by induction on the length of x9, withR
 .the case where l x9 s 0 being clear.
w x  .Following 3, Definition 4.2.4 , we say that s g R w is right cancellable
 .for w g W if there exists t g G such that sts s tst, s / t, and b b s b .c g w t w s
w x   . .By 3, Lemma 4.4.1 , there exists s g R i S x9 which is right cancellable,
 .say by t g G . This means we can write i S x9 s x0 ts reduced, whereg
 .   . .sts s tst. Since i S x9 g W , we cannot have t g R i S x9 . We concludec
  . .  .that i S x9 * s i S x9s, and this shows that x* s xs. In other words,
*  .  .x ; xs. The first part of Lemma 3.4 follows by induction, since l xs - l x .R
The second part of the lemma follows by a similar argument, and the
last part follows from the first two parts.
Theorem 3.1 follows from Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.3.
COROLLARY 3.5. The intersection of a Kazhdan]Lusztig cell with W is ac
 .union of monomial cells of the same type left, right, or two-sided .
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wProof. The corollary follows from Theorem 3.1 and results in 4, Sect.
x4 which imply that Kazhdan]Lusztig cells are unions of star equivalence
classes of the same kind.
4. THE FUNCTIONS a AND am
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. For w g W we ha¨e a w s a w .c m
Proof. We first recall some facts about monomial cells.
Let S, T g P. We say that S and T are neighbors if and only if
 .  .1 q aS l T s aS s aT , and the two nodes in S j T R S l T are
joined in G. Define an equivalence relation ; on P by taking the
transitive closure of the relation S ; T if S and T are neighbors.
 .   ..PROPOSITION 4.2. The map i S ¬ T i S induces a bijection betweenm
Pr; and the set of two-sided monomial cells.
w xProof. See 3, Theorem 4.5.1 .
Let w s s ??? s be a product of distinct generators s g G . Note that1 n k g
c ??? c is stable under N. By the characterization of the Kazhdan]Lusztigs s1 n
canonical basis given in the Introduction, we can conclude that c s cw s1w??? c . In particular, c s b for all S g P. By 6, Proposition 1.2; 5,s iS . iS .n x   ..Proposition 2.4 , we have a i S s aS.
m  .Now let w g W . By Proposition 4.2, we know that w ; i S for somec L R
*  . w xS g P. By Theorem 3.1, we know that w ; i S . By 5, Theorem 5.4 , weL R
know the a-function is constant on two-sided Kazhdan]Lusztig cells. We
 .   .. w xconclude that a w s a i S . By 3, Sect. 4 , we know that a is constantm
 .   ..   ..on two-sided monomial cells. It follows that a w s a i S s a i S sm
 .a w . Theorem 4.1 follows.m
w xWe note the following analog of 6, Corollary 1.9b whose proof we omit.
w xThis result is simpler to obtain than 6, Corollary 1.9b .
m m .  .PROPOSITION 4.3. If x F y and a x s a y , then x ; y.L L
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